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Using dozens of real-life examples, readers will find up-to-date information on avoiding

copyright infringement, working effectively with managers and music lawyers, developing

management and booking agreements, and more. This updated edition is completely revised

and expanded with two brand-new chapters on the do's and don't's of starting and running a

band, and how to make money from music. It also includes expanded material on Internet

copyright issues.
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B-B, “Great Deal. I need to buy an up to date of this book. The laws has change, but the author

state things so that I am aware of things before entering the music industry.”

JWalk, “Quality Guaranteed. Book in great condition for a users book. No creases on covers,

no wrinkles in pages. Quality was great just as guaranteed.”

Crystal, “Excellent. Music business is an area where many dream to enter but also many see

their dreams being crushed by outside forces. If you don't want to rise and fall quickly then you

must read a guide into this world. This book is exactly that, a comprehensive guide into the

closed door world of the music moguls. The book by Lee Wilson is one of the best on the

market, with an easy structure and understandable terms for all those who want to engage in a

music industry I recommend this book for all those who want an insider's look into the industry.”

The book by Lee Wilson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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